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Sadat Slain by Rebel Soldiers' Attack
CAIRO, Egypt Egyptian and damage to the left lung," the
President Anwar Sadat was bulletin said.
The death of Sadat, architect of
assassinated Tuesday by five rebel
soldiers who broke away from a the peace treaty with Israel and
military parade and attacked his America's closest ally in the Arab
reviewing stand with Soviet-made world, plunged both Egypt and the
AK47 automatic rifles and hand Middle East into a turmoil that
grenades.
could profoundly affect both the
Officials said five other Camp David peace process and the
dignitaries, including a Coptic influence of the United States in the
Christian bishop and two Arab world.
foreigners, were killed and 38 were
In Washington, the Pentagon
wounded, among them Egypt's ordered the Rapid Deployment
defense minister and three Force to increase its readiness ''in
American military observers.
case we have to move into the
Sadat, shot in the chest and Persian Gulf if directed," a defense
shoulder, was rushed to Maadi official said.
armed forces hospital in a coma.
Tears welling in his eyes, Vice
He died two hours later at 8:40a.m. President Hosni Mobarak ended
EDT after undergoing surgery and five hours of official silence and
open heart massage, an official confirmed Sadat's death "by
medical bulletin said. He was 62.
criminal, treacherous hands."
A dv~tor, his face streaming with Cairo Radio said the state funeral
tears, emerged from the operating would be held Saturday.
room and broke the news to Sadat's
Moba:t:ak said Parliament
wife Jihan with a Moslem saying, Speaker Soufi Abu Taleb will serve
"Only God is immortal."
as interim president until elections
The bulletin, signed by 11 in two months to pick a permanent
doctors, said there were two successor - who without doubt
wounds below the left nipple, a will be Mobarak himself.
third in the neck and a fourth in the
Abu Taleb immediately anright arm. The left hip was also nounccd a state of emergency
fractured.
banning all street demonstrations·
"The president's death was for a full year. He also named
ascribed to severe nervous shock, Mobarak chief of the armed forces,
internal bleeding in the chest cavity confirming the vice president's

position as the successor to Sadat's
power.
The assassination took place just
as six French-made Mirage jetfighters were staging acrobatics
overhe!ld, and army trucks were
pulling field artillery pieces past the
reviewing stand.
A truck suddenly stopped, and
five ,soldiers jumped out, running
toward the grandstand where Sadat
was sitting, flanked by Vice
President Hosni Mobarak and
Defense Minister Gen. Abdel
Halim Abu Ghazala.
One of the assailants hurled a
hand-grenade that hit the grandstand's fence and then exploded.
Another jumped over the fence,
firing a Soviet-made AK47 rifle.
The three others also opened up
with AK47's and a second grenade
was huded.
lnitial reports said the attackers
were either killed or captured. One
soldier wearing the purple beret of
an artillery officer was dragged to a
jeep and driven away.
Troops surrounded the national
palace, the state radio and several
embassies. But thi!Se were apparently precautionary measures
and there were no indications that
Sadat's assassination was part of a
coup attempt.
Addressing those fears, Mobarak,

pledged Egypt would "honor all
international charters, treaties and
commitments" and "march in his
footsteps, along the path of peace.
"Our hands will not cease to
push the wheel of peace,'' he said,
choking over the words.
Similar pledges to pursue the
peace process Sadat launched so
dramatically with his historic visit
to Jerusalem four years ago came
from Israel, where Prime Minister
Menachem Begin shook visibly as
he said Sadat had been ''murdered
by the enemies of peace.
The dead Egyptians were
identified as Bishop Samuel of the
Coptic Orthodox Church, Samir
Bilmi, director of the government's
accounts department, and Maj.
Gen. Hassan Allam, Sadat's chief
aide-decamp.
At least 38 other people, including Defense Minister Gen.
Abdel Halim Abu Ghazala, were
wounded in the attack that occurred at 6:40 a.m. EDT in the
eastern Cairo suburb of Nasr City
as Sadat was reviewing a massive
military parade begun two hours
earlier · to mark the 1973 Middle
East war.
In Washington, the State
Department said three American
military observers were among the
casualties but were not seriously

AnwarSadat

hurt. They were identified as Air
Force Lt. Col. Charles Loney, 42,
of Austin, Texas, Air Force Capt.
Christopher Ryan, 34, of
Sacramento, Calif., and Marine
Maj. Jerald Agenbroad, 36, of
Bruneau, Idaho.
The attack occurred while Mirage
continued on page 6

Sanders and Kinney
Must Face Run-Off

Jeff Alexander ,

Jeri Alexander

Harry Kinney

Gordon Sanders

Kinney expressed pleasure at the
Broadcaster Gordon Sanders and
former Mayor Harry . Kinney Rusk endorsement. Sanders, who
outpolled incumbent Mayor David resigned his position as a television
Rusk and a field of seven other commentator to join the race, said
candidates Tuesday and will face he
was
"absolutely
apeach other in a runoff election in palled ... that a couple of
about three weeks.
professional politicians are ganging
Sanders led the pace with 23,142 upon me."
votes, with all 120 precincts
Sanders said the Rusk enreporting. Kinney polled 19,373 dorsement of Kinney "won't work
votes and Rusk had 17,507.
because I'll pick up much of Rusk's
One candidates had to receive 40 votes. The voters turned him
percent of the vote in order to win (Kinney) out four years ago by a
wide margin."
the election outright.
ln a talk before supporters at his
Totals for the other candidates
campaign headquarters, Rusk, son were: Marion Cottrell, 5451;
of former U.S. Secretary of State Robert Hoffman, 1987; G.P.
.Dean Rusk, conceded defeat and Reyes, 3748; Geraldine Amato,
endorsed Kinney in the runoff 227: Deborah Higdon, .219; Ralph
Hughes, 100; and write-in votes,
election.
Calling Kinney a ''serious and including Thomas K. ''Cabin"
responsible person," Rusk said he Lance, 534.
wold ''actively support" him in the
A proposed city charter
campaign: Rusk also said that amendment to raise city councillors
despite charges he was a "car- pay from 10 percent of the mayor's
petbagger" in Albuquerque, he salary to equal that of Bernalillo
commissioners
was
now planned to seek employment in County
private business and remain in the defeated with 22,884 votes cast in
city.
contiiJUed on page 3

Schn1itt Will Hear Student Woes
U.S. Sen. Harrison Schmitt will
be at the University Of New Mexico
Friday to meet With students and
talk about financial aid funding
levels recommended by a subcommitee he chairs.
While the funding levels
recommended by the subcommitee
are at least at the fiscall981level,
excel't
torSuppl'emental
Educational Opportunity Grants,
the levels are over $500 million less
than what was agreed upon by
congressional budget commitees in
July.

The UNM student government
and administration have protested
the levels.
ASUNM Lobby Committee
Chairman Michael Gallegos says
Schmitt will infQrntally meet
students on the UNM Mall Friday
from 12:30 to I :30 p.m. and then
Sl'eak at the Kiva Auditorium
starting at 2:30p.m.
Gallegos says Schmitt will be
presented With petitions containing
student signatures protesting the
financial aid funding levels.
''We have 3400 ·Signatures on

hand and l'm sure we have another
few thousand out there" from
petitions,.that have not yet been
turned in; Gallegos said.
Both Schmitt and the Lobby
Committee· will present their views
on the financial aid funding levels,
but "there will be no debate,''
Gallegos said.
Students will then be given a
chance to voice their views and ask
questions of Schmitt, Gallegos said.
Gallegos said Schmitt was
coming to UNM "in direct response
continued on page 3

Homecoming Events
Today's Homecoming Events

Noon• 9 p.m.: Coronation of Homecoming Queen; Football Coach ·
Joe Morrison and the 1981 Lobo football team will be introduced;
the UNM Band and the Collegiate Singers will perform; Smith Plaza
(in front of Zimmerman Library).

All Homecoming events are subject to change but may be confirmed with theAiumniOfficeat 277-5808.

r.
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Wo rId News

-Schmitt-----

by United Press International

Petition Asks
U.S. Control
Of State Pen

continued from page 1

Resistance to Khomeini
Pulses Outside of Iran
ANKARA,
Turkey
Revolutionary guards executed 61
more leftist Mojahideen dissidents
in Tehran as anti-Khomeini opponents Tuesday shot, up and
ransacked the Iranian .consulate in
Istanbul to protest the mounting
death toll.
A Turkish and an Iranian guard
and a consulate employee were
wounded in shooting during the
seizure, Turkish police said.
Police surrounded the building
and ended the siege within 50
minutes when the 26 Mojahideen
supporters surrendered. They filed
out the front door, hands covering
their masked faces, and were
arrested.
The
Iranians,
reportedly
students, -€1itered the three-story
consulate building one by one.
They re-grouped inside and took
Consul-General Mohammed Ali
Sarmadi and eight staff members at
gunpoint to basement rooms and
locked them up, police said.
The protestors hung an antiKhomeini banner at the front

entrance of the building, threw out
furniture and other property and
caused extensive damage inside.
Tehran's Kayhan newspaper said
61 more Mojahideen dissidents,
including eight women, were
executed in Tehran Monday. They
were convicted of armed robbery,
assassinations and armed revolt
against the regime.
The executions brought the total
since the ouster of former President
Abolhassan Bani-Sadr in June to
1521. Another 4000 dissidents were
believed to be held in Iranian
prisons.
In Tehran, the Council of
Guardians, an upper house of
Iran's Parliament, confirmed the
election of Hojjatoleslam Sayed Ali
Khamenei as Iran's third president.
He
succeeded
President
Mohammed Ali Rajai, killed in a
bomb blast Aug. 30.
Khamenei was declared the victor
with 95 percent of 16.8 million
votes cast in Friday's balloting.

Stock Market Report
Castle & Cooke was the third
Composite volume of NYSE
issues listed on all U.S. exchanges most active NYSE-listed issue off
'
and over the counter at 4 p.m. l/4to93/4,
totaled 51.62 million shares, down
On the Amex., Dome Petroleum
from 58.39 million traded Monday. was the most active issue, off 3/8 to
The American Stock Exchange
12 I /8, Ranger Oil followed, up 1/8
index rose 0. 79 to 308.69 and the to 9 3/4. Houston Oil Trust was
price of a share added 4 cents. third, up I 1/4 to 21 1/2.
Advances topped declines 307-260
among the 747 issues traded.
Volume totaled 4.34 million shares
compared with 5.18 million
Monday.
The National Association of
Securities Dealers's NASDAQ
index of over the counter stocks lost
0.04 to 185.87.
On the NYSE trading floor,
WASHINGTON Canadian
Santa Fe International, the most
active NYSE-Iisted issue, soared 17 officials urged the United States
3/8 to 42 1/2. Kuwait has agreed to Tuesday to launch a joint attack on
rain,
the
pollutiol)
buy Santa Fe for $2.5 billion, or acid
phenomenon
blamed
for
"killing"
$51 a share,
Indiana Standard, the second Canadian and n,orthern U.S. lakes.
most active NYSE-listed issue,
"We in Canada and the United
surrendered 3 1/2 to 51 1/2. The States of America are in this mess
company has considerable interests together. Let us work hard to get
in Egyptian oil exploration and out of it together," James Bruce,
production.
assistant deputy minister for
Environment Canada, said,

NEW YORK - Stocks changed
directions several times Tuesday
following the news that Egyptian
President Anwar Sadat, a key
Middle East stabilizing force, had
been assassinated.
Although some domestic oils
won attention, trading was subdued
because of the Sadat shooting and
investor realization that a new
international ballgame involving
the question of peace was about to
begin.
The oil-laden Dow Jones industrial average, which eased 0.86
Monday, lost 3.61 points to 856.26
after making wide swings and
mounting several rally attempts
throughout the day.
The broad-based New York
Stock Exchange index managed to
rise 0.03 to 69.03 and the price of
an average share increased a penny.
The number of stocks that declined
edged advances 792-659 among the
1850 issues traded.
• Big Board volume totaled 45.46
million shares, down from the
51.29 million traded Monday.

Acid-Rain Fight
Encouraged as
Joint Effort

Bruce, one of four officials
appearing before the House subcommittee on health and the environment, cited the success of joint
United States-Canadian efforts to
clean up the Great Lakes, and said
a similar success could be achieved
with the acid rain problem.
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Free
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One Sample Pack with five deliciously
different one-cup servings.

"There is virtual unanimity
amongst the independent scientific
community that the problem is
serious and will get worse if nothing
is done to alleviate it," said
Raymond Robinson, also assistant
deputy minister.
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Sap}!Uccino
ITALI-.N !iTYLE, INSTANT COFFtE BEVERAGE

Acid rain has been linked to
emissions from coal-burning power
plants and factories in the United
States. It has been blamed for
killing the entire fish populations in
some lakes and for damaging
vegetation.

Creamy rich, with an orange twist.
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"We must continue our scientific
studies to develop a clearer understanding of many aspects of the
acid rain problem; but we must also
begin to implement control actions
to reduce the emissions which cause
the problem," Bruce said.

Smooth and light French style.

Kostenfrei

Lindbergh Murder
Gets New Chance

Viennese style, with a touch of cinnamon.
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WEST TRENTON, N.J.- Gov.
Brendan T. Byrne said Tuesday he
would make public 90,000 sealed
documents in the Lindbergh baby
murder-kidnapping case to clear
any doubts that still linger 45 years
after Bruno Hauptmann was
executed for the crime.
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Delicious. Like a chocolate after-dinner mint.

Gratis

"We feel that by making those
documents public, we can end some
speculation and give scholars the
right , •• to make an objective
investigation," Byrne said.

Rich and chocolatey Swiss.
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we got him to respond personally,"
Gallegos said.

Represe-ntatives from New
Mexico State University, Western
New Mexico University, Eastern
Gallegos also said he estimated
New
Me.xico University,and the
about 700 phone calls were made
College of Santa Fe were not able to
last week from a phone the com"
attend, Gallegos says,
mittee set up in the Student Union
Building to Schmitt's Albuquerque
Attending the meeting were
office by students protesting the representatives from UNM, the
cuts,
University of Albuquerque, New
Gallegos said a scheduled Mexico Highlands University, and
meeting last Friday of the the Technical-Vocational Institute,
Associated Students of New Gallegos said.
Mexico, composed of student
Gallegos said he will try to
leaders from various state prepare and send an information
educational institutions, was packet to the various institutions
canceled last week because and then try to conduct the ASNM
representatives from four of the meeting at a later date by phone.

Byrne said the state resisted
attempts to open the files in the
1932 kidnapping murder of famed
aviator Charles lindbergh's son
because ''there was a feeling thal
continued publicity was unfair to
the Lindbergh family and those
involved!'

II
I
I
I

Hauptmann was arrested when
he was discovered passing ransom
money and executed Apri13, 1936.
Interest in the case was renewed
this year after two melt claimed to
be the Lindbergh child.
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A petition presented. to U.S.
Attorney R.E. Thompson Tuesday
asks that the federal government
take over the New Mexico State
Prison.
Attorney Charles Daniels
presented the petition to Thompson. It was signed by more than
300 inmates.
It charges that the Corrections
Department and prison staffs have
"been criminally corrupted through
the operation or a nepotism power
clique led by Felix Rodriguez
and ... covered up and protected
by the governor."
Rodriguez, deputy correctio11s
secretary for operations, is a former
warden at the prison.
The petition claims the conditions of confinement at the prison
are "dangerous, barbarous, cruel
and unusual and unconstitutional."

-Run-Off
continued from page 1

favor of the raise and 32,984 votes
against the amendment.
But Bernalillo County voters did
approve authorization of $9.16
million in county bonds to build a
joint city-council office building
with 15,858 votes cast in favor of
the bonds and 13,228 votes cast
against them.
The results in the city council
races are as follows:
ln District One, incumbent Pat
Baca was re-elected, with 2150
votes. John Battaglia received 890
votes;
Lawrence Sanchez, 760;
Vernon Rollerson, 453; and Jeane
Welch, 314.
In District Three, which en·

compasses the University of New
Mexico main campus, incumbent
Mel Aragon was re-elected with
1977 votes. Louis Merritt received
1252 votes and write-in candidates,
including Robert Lee Williams,
received 228.
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Fred Burns received 3520 votes to
win election to the council in
District Five. Bill Mueller received
2706 vote" and John Eder, 731.
Nadyne Bicknell won election to
District Seven's city council seat,
running. unopposed.
In District Nine, Ken Schultz was
elected with 1940 votes. Jack
Stevens received 1329 votes and
Helen Grisham, 581.

cal1277-5656
Cuug Stemhol1

While Albuquerque was voting for mayor, UNM students were
voting ·for Homecoming Queen. Pictured is Marty Woodward
casting his vote for campus cutie,

and find out about
being seen In the

..__DAILY LOBO_.

Dean of Women To Receive Award
Former Dean of Women Lena
Clauve will be honored by the
University Alumni Association
Friday, when the association
presents her with its Award of
Distincton. The pr~sentation will be
during the association's executive
board meeting at noon in the
Student Union Building,
Clauve was the dean of women at
UNM from 1929 until her
retirement in 1961. She still lives on
the UNM campus and has remained
devoted to university concerns.

The Award of Distincton is given
by the alumni to ''outstanding
citizens who have performed
service."
Previous
meritorius
recipients include U.S. Sen. Pete
Dominici; Highlands University
President Tom Donelly, Regents
President and Albuquerque lawyer
Arturo Ortega and televisio.n
personality George Fishbeck.
Former UNM and Dallas
Cowboys football star Don Perkins
was the first to receive the award, in
1969:

25'ro off
Pant Parade

The move was a victory for
Hauptman's widow, Anna, who
flied suit for the documents in a bid
to prove her husband's innocence.
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institutions were not able to attend.
to the challenge issued by myself
The meeting was called to plan
and the Lobby Committee" to action againsJ the funding levels
defend the funding levels.
11nd possibly pass a resolution
"We feel this is a victory because denouncin~ the funding levels.

Basic Levi
St. Legs, Boot Cut, & Bells

As ancient as the cedars of Lebanon the
Pita bread sandwich has been made and
refined into a truly classic world food. From
its biblical beginnings in Lebanon the Pita
sandwich has spread from the Middle East
to every corner of the world.
In this old world style we bring the Pita
sandwich to you in our own Pocket Corner.
W.e build a Pita sandwich for you by starting
With fresh Pita bread and putting a spinach
leaf in the bottom and adding either ham,
turkey, roast beef or avocado, topping It
with cheese or mushrooms. Then adding
any of the two: cucumbers, bean sprouts,
bell peppers, tomatoes or green chile and
finally dressing it with our speCial cucumber
sauce.
.
Made lor you in the Old World tradition
for only 99• for half a pocket.

1695
Also serving:

at the

General Stores
8117 Menaul NE

403 Cordova Rd. West
(Santa Fe)

Undeniably Delicious
One quarter pound of 100% pure ground
beef on a bakery fresh bun. Topped with hot
melted cheese, juicy tomato slices, crunchy
pickles and garden fresh onion. Add hot
French fries and you have a great meal for
$1.59.

Welcome To Our Club
We stack it to the sky. Layer by layer with
three pieces of toast, two layers of lettuce
four tomato slices, turkey, ham and
mayonaise with slices of Swiss and
American cheese. CliiTib to the top for $1.59.
GAC! GAC! GAC!
What is a GAC? The best little Grilled
American Cheese sandwich in town! Melted
cheese and lightly grilled bread. A hunger
buster that won't break your budget. Only
75•.

u

M

GOOD!
New Mexico Union

Pood service.
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Life and Related Subjects

DOONESBURY

by Garry Trudeau

by Dave Barry
Lately, I have noticed large numbers of people
staggering along the sides of major highways, trying
to get In shape. I think they have the right idea: Most
of us Americans are out of shape. I know for a fact
that I am.
When I was in high school, my friends and Iwere in
terrific shape. Our bodies were fine-tuned machines.
We would routinely drink quarts of warmish beer, then
perform feats of great physical prowess. For example,
during the Halloween Dance we carried a 1962
Volkswagen all the way up the> front steps of
Pleasantville High school, right into the lobby. I bet we
couldn't do that today. I bet you couldn't, "ither.
Now I grant you that most of us no longer feel any
great need to drink warm beer and carry Volkswagens
Into high schools, but the point is that if some
emergency arose, if for some reason involving national
security we had to carry a Volkswagen into a high
school, we c.ouldn't do it. We'd go a few steps, then
we'd drop the Volkswagen and collapse on the
ground, gasping and heaving, and that would be the
end of our national security. So I figure it's time to get
in shape.
But jogging is not the way to do it. For on" thing,
jogging kills your brain cells. The Army has known this
for years; it forces recruits to jog every day, on the
theory that some of them will lose so many cells that
they will eventually re-enlist. Your really dedicated
joggers know it, too; in fact, it's one of the main
reasons they jog. The idea is that if you're troubleq
about your job or world affairs, you go out and jog
until you've killed whatever brain cells are responsible
for those thoughts. The problem is that you may also
kill the brain cells that remember your name and
address, in which case you keep right on jogging,
sometimes for days, This is what has happened to the
people you see jogging along major highways, the
ones with vacant expressions on their faces: They left
home as nuclear physicists, heart surgeons, corporation presidents, and so on, but after a few hours
most of them have library paste for brains.
Remember Jimmy Carter? Everyday at the White
House he usec:l to wake up at the crack of dawn,.
develop some brilliant plan to save the economy, then
head out for his morning jog. His aides would find him
stumbling around hours later, sweaty and confused,
his economic plan gone forever. Jimmy might have
stood a chance in the 1980 elections if he had run
against another jogger, but instead he faced Ronald
Reagan. Ron has his horses jog for him, and thus is

able to preserve what brain cells- he has, although I
suspecthis horses are fairly stupid.
My other objection to jogging .is that even if you
manage to jog yourself into shape, you still don't look
a \I that great. I mean, look at marathon runners: They
appear gaunt and desperately hungry, like refugees
wearing numbers. They're always snatching scraps of
food from spectators and stuffing them (the scraps of
food) into their mouths. If you were to toss, say, a side
of raw beef into their path, they' s all dive for it, teeth
bared, and that would be the end of the marathon.
Sol have rejected jogging as a way to get in shape.
In fact, I was about to give up altogether when I
discovered bodybuilding magazines. Bodybuilding
magazines are published for people, mostly male,
whose idea of being In shape is to have muscles the
size of lawn tractors. You've probably seen these
magazines: They're full of pictures of people who have
smeared Vaseline all over their bodies and are wearir.g
bathing suits no larger than a child's watchband; they
are trying to smile in a more relaxed manner, but end
up with more of an intense grin, because they have
enorp1ous muscles lunging out form all over their
bodies, and Lord only knows how many bizarre
chemical substances coursing through their veins.
These people obviously do not jog - I doubt they
ever leave their gymnasiums, for fear their muscles will
lunge out and' kill innocent bystanders - but they are
obviously in terrific shape. At least they look as if
they're in terrific shape, which is the important thing.
If Jimmy Carter had spent his time bodybuilding in·
stead of jogging, he would be President today. His
aides would have carried him into the presidential
debates and propped him up against his lectern, and
when it was time for him to make his opening
statement, he would have just stood there, Vaseline
shimmering on his muscles, grinning intensely at the
audience. Who would have dared to vote agaiQst him?
So I've been reading bodybuilding magazines,
hoping to pick up on some tips on getting in shape.
The idea seems to be to lift a lot of heavy objects until
you get dense. Density is much sought-after in the
bodybuilding world. For example, "Muscle Digest"
magazine, in its October issue, refers to one promising
bodybuilder as "one of the most dense bodybuilders in
senior level competlti6n.'' Evideotly this is considered
high praise.
So I plan to lift heavy objects, starting with my
typewriter and working up to a 1962 Volkswagen, until
I get fairly dense, after which I intend to smear
Vaseline on my body and maybe run for President.

Editorial

Sadat's Death Means Lost Stability
For a long time it was assumed that, given the
chance, Egypt and Israel would slit each others'
throats. Then Anwar Sadat decided it was time for
peace and the middle east began to look to a less
bloody future.
Although a Nobel Peace Prize winner, Sadat was
more than just a humanitarian. He was a brilliant
strategist and at the same time not the least bit afraid
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to take a controversial stand. He spoke out on what he
believed and acted on what he thought was right. He
let the rest of the world know where Egypt stood.
Sadat was one of the few stabilizing factors in the
troubled Mideast. With his death, the United States
has lost an ally and a friend and the middle east has
lost an inspiring leader.

The Harry S. Truman
Scholarship Foundation has
announced the opening of its
annual competition for fouryear scholarships for students
who will be college juniors in the
1982-83 academic year and who
have an O\ltstanding potential
for leadership in government.
Each scholarship covers
eligible expenses for tuition,
fees, books and room and
board, to a maximum of $5000
annually.
Applicants must have at least
a "B" average, be in the upper
fourth of their class, be U.S.

A program is now available at the
UniversitY of New Mexico for
people who want to cut down on
smoking.
Volunteers are being sought to
participate in a seven-week experimental treatment program
designed
to reduce cigarette
smoking. Participants will meet in
the eveniogs for one hour each
week.
Treatment will be b~ covert
sensitization, which is a behavioral
technique commonly used to
eliminate undesirable behaviors

citizens or nationals and have
undergradu<~te fields of study
that will permit admission to
graduate programs leading to
careers in gov~rnment.
One scholarship is awarded
each year to a resident nominee
in each of the 50 states and the
territories of the United States.
In addition, up to 26 scholarsat-large may be chosen.
For more information about
the program and how to apply,
contact the Political Science
Department, Ortega Hall, Room
307, by Oct. 15.

YO/J ~/Vfif?'f'
I

Letter

GSA Funding Thought
In Need of Questioning
Editor:
I note in your Sept. 30 item on the petition of part-time graduate
students to be exempted from paying GSA fees, that GSA president Ellen
Foppes managed to avoid responding to the students' main contention:
that they receive nothing ln return for the fee and therefore should not
have to pay it. This, of course, is part of the more general question of
whether anyone at all should i)e forced to participate in this nonsense,
particularly in light of the fact that hardly anyone benefits from it in any
way.
In view of present concern over tuition hikes and cutbacks in student
financial aid, there has been surprisingly little activity aimed at eliminating
at least that portion of total university fees that graduate students
theoretically control - the portion funding the GSA. The issue would not
be so important were it not for the precarious financial position of the
victims in this swindle; the $11 semester fee represents two weeks of food
for th(3 average graduate student.
I do not deny that participation in the GSA (and emotional retardation in
general) benefits some - it helps to pad the officers' resumes, and the
annual GSA party gives everyone a chance to socialize with the vacuous
Law student types who tend to dominate the organizaton. This, however,
is hardly sufficient justification for subsidizing people who, although
presumably at least in their twenties, are still active in the kind of student
politics that most people outgrow sometime during high school and all but
a stunted few by the end of their undergraduate hitch.
The GSA would do everyone a favor by abolishing itself.
Bill Kerr

Aid Provided for Balloonists
By UNM Medical Personnel
To benefit the person who
tumbles into an arroyo while admiring a sky dotted with hot air
balloons ...
For the person who gets hit in th.e
eye by a runaway champagne
cork ...
For the spectators who inhale
just a little too much dust and sand
when the power fans get revved up
at the launch site ...
The University of New Mexico
Hospital/BCMC has stationed two
nurses and one doctor at a free first
aid station throughout activities in
this year's Albuquerque International Balloon .Fiesta.
This will be the second year that
medical staff from UNMH/BCMC
have volunteered to provide

School of Law
::ro Host Fall
Conference
The University of New Mexico
School .of Law will host the
American Bar Association's Law
Student Division's 15th Circuit's
1981 Fall Roundtable Conference,
October 9 through II.
This year's conference theme is:
Legal Energy of the Future.
Every American Bar Association
accredited law school has a Law
Student Division representative.
The Division is divided into fifteen
circuits with a Circuit Governor
presiding over each circuit.

medical care during the fiesta.
Medical staff will be on hand
from 6 a.m. to noon at the Cutter
Launch Site west of Interstate 25
and south of I.os Angeles
Boulevard.
Steve Morgan, assistant ad·
ministrator of UNMH/BCMC,
said the medical unit will be parked
near the launch site headquarters.

t:

Participants are required to' make
a $25 deposit, which will be
refunded upon completion of the
program. Participants who withdraw before completion will forfeit
their deposits, which will be used to
defray the cost of the program.
For more information, or to
register for the program, contact
Dr. Michael Fougher, assistant
professor of psychology, or call
researcher Barbara O'Neil at 2555290 in the evening.

A workshop on Improving
Customer Relations will be
presented by the University of New
Mexico Management Development
Center on Oct. 19,22 and 26.
Among the topics to be adqressed
are ideotifying customer needs and
wants, communication skills, effective planning and anticipation
and implementing a customer
service program.
The workshop is designed for
personnel in any organization,
public or private, which provides a
serv·ice or product directly to
customers or clients,
"This seminar is designed to be
of practical use to participants,"

John Warner, director of the
center, said. "Skill practice, case
studies and the development of
action plans for use upon return to
work are critical."
Warner said enrollment will be
limited to provide more individual
attention.
A $145 fee includes all program
materials and refreshments, but not
lodging. A I 0 percent discourtt is
available to any organization
sending at least three people to the
workshop.
Expenses incurred for continuing
management education may be tax
deductible if undertaken to
maintain and improve professional

skills, Warner said. This includes
tuition, travel, meals and lodging.
Instructors are Brian Grodner, a
psychologist and trainer in private
practice in Albuquerque; Therese
Goetz, assistant professor of
psychology at UNM; and Mary Lou
Dobbs, sales representative for
Lincoln National Life Insurance
Co. in Albuquerque.
Each workshop session will be
held from 8;30 a.m. to noon at the
Sheraton Old Town lnn.
For more information or to
enroll in the workshop, contact the
Management Development Center
through the UNM School of
Management.

STUFF
PUS

•.

Yessir, Taco Villa. We serve it mild. But you can add our spicy red sauce or hot, hot green
sauce and make it as wild as you want!
. .
_
_ _______ .. __ __ . . ._,.,...,

TACO VILLA
INTRAMURAL
ATHLETE OF
THE WEEK!
Tom Lilley

The 15th Circuit is comprised of
the eight law schools in Wyoming,
Utah, Colorado, Arizona, and New
Mexico.
The conference will feature five
seminars and three workshops. The
seminars are: Concern for Dying:
Drafting Wiffs; Energy in the 80's;
Bakke in the 80's; Women on the
Bench?; and Prison Conditions,
Prison Riots, and Prisoners'
Rights.

The technique involves the
participant imagining aversive or
unpleasant consequences happening as a result of the undesirable
behavior.
Nothing aversive actually
happens to any of the participants
in the program and people are free
to withdra~ at any time.
There 1s no guarantee the
treatment will work for each individual, although it has proved to

be successful in other programs,

Customer Relations Seminar Set

6tXJ[)N&SS.

HOW MAIVI HAV/3

such as drinking, smoking and
over-eating.

Law School
Men's Flag Football
The Taco Villa athlete of the week is selected by the
Intramural Director and his staff, based on personal
qualities and athletic ability.
WINNERS WILL RECEIVE: ONE MILD OR WILD T·SHIRT,ONELOBO MASCOT DRINK CUP,
CHOICE OF FIESTA PAC OR DINNER PAC, A FREE BREAKFAST BURRITO CARD AND A RED
SAUCER OR GREEN SAUCER!

Joseph E. Samora, a UNM thirdyear law student, is the first student
at UNM to be elected as 15th
Circuit Goverrtor.
Further information can be
obtained by contacting Samora at
the UNM School of Law.

Peace Corps
campus Recruiter's
office hours are:
Tue. Wed. Thi.Jr.9:00am to ll:OOam
plus rue.5:30pm to6:3C?pn'l
TU.a. W@d, ThUr.I2-:00pmf01:00pm

Office is located atthe
Latin American Institute
at801 Vale NE •
Call277•2961
for appointment
or just drop by.

r-------~------------------------

1

THE SHAMELESS STUDENT BRIBE:

I

A Free Apple Burrito
with any purchase.

l

I
1

!

l~~-----~---~~~------~--~~~~~~~~~J
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-Sadat
continued from page 1
jetfighters were performing
maneuvers overhead, releasing red,
black and white streams of smoke
for the Egyptian colors.
Sadat, seated in a padded chair
next to Mobarak and Abu Ghazala,
slumped over as security agents
rushed
to
surround
him.
Bodyguards fired at the attackers.
killing or capturing most of them,
witnesses said.
A pandemonium of shots, shouts
and screams erupted as ambassadors, generals and other
dignitaries fell wounded or hurled
thcm~elves to the floor of the

reviewing stand to escape the
gunfire,
Live television coverage abruptly
slopped. The state radio continued
to broadcast for a few minutes and
an unidentified man was heard
shouting an obscenity while another
ordered the audience to remain
sea tee:!.
"The leader who bad the love of
mill ions has been martyred,"
Mobarak told the stunned nation
five hours later.
"The man who gave his blood,
sweat and life to his nation is
martyred.
The leader was
assassinated by criminal and

11111111111111111111
With a splash of water1 creatures
awaken fro111 their cryptobiotic
repose.
/til\ CONCEPTIONS tj~
\1~ SOUTHWEST ~JIJI

11111111111111111111

Reagan Takes Steps
To Aid Power Transfer

treacherous hands."
Libyan
leader
Moammar
Khadafy smiled at tlle news of
S<1dat's death and warned that any
W ASH1NGTON - President States join with the people of Egypt
other Egyptian leader who followed
Reagan,
himself the target of a and all those who long for a better
the slain president's "path" will
would-be
assassin sb< months ago, world in mourning the death of
"meet the same end."
Gold soared $16 on European led the nation Tuesday in mourning Anwar Sadat,'' Reagan said in a
exchanges within moments of the the death of Egyptian President statement delivered from the front
news Sada t had been shot and a Anwar Sadat, and called his murder steps. of the White House,
"an act of cowardly infamy."
Zuri~h dealer said the market was
"President Sadat was a
11
Reagan moved quickly to block courageous man whose vision arid
going crazy,"
He ascended to the presidency any outside interference in the wisdom brought nations and people
upon Gamal Abdel Nasser's death Egyptian transfer of power from together.
in 1970, expelled Soviet advisers, Sadat to his rightful successor by
"In a world filled with hatred, he
led Egypt through its fourth war ordering U.S. forces in the Middle
was
a man of hope, Anwar Sadat
East
to
take
"necessary,
prudent
with Israel in October, 1973, and to
was
admired and loved by the
1
outrage of his Arab allies and the precautions, '
people
of America. His death
admiration of the world, Jed Egypt
White House spokesman David today, an act of infamy down the even more risky road of Gergen said the United States is
making peace with the Jewish state, "pleased that the Egyptian cowardly infamy - fills us with
The breakthrough in the process govct·nmem is pursuing its con- horror.''
Sadat, 62, visited Reagan at the
launched so dramatically when stitutional processes with regard to
Sadat visited Jerusalem In 1977, the succession and we are pleased White House Aug. 5 and 6. The
came 16 months later when Sadat, by the continuity of Egypt's president met with Egyptian Vice
Begin and then President Garter policies, including the continued President Hosni Mubarak, the
signed the Gamp David accords dedication of that nation to the designated successor to Sadat, last
Friday.
leading to the first peace treaty Ca1np David accords."
between Israel and an Arab state.
Reagan, who was shot in the
Reagan met for an hour with his
After Gamp David, most Arab senior foreign policy advisers to chest by a lone assailant March 30,
states broke diplomatic relations "review the events of the day" and first heard of the attempt on
with Sadat, who responded by decide what steps the U.S. Sadat's life at 7:25a.m. EDT when
denouncing his critics as short- government should take. He called he answered a call in the White
sighted and by moving Egypt ever off a scheduled White House House family quarters from
closer to the United States.
Secretary of State Alexander Haig.
reception.
Gergen said it was "premature to
The White House maintained an
speculate" about whether Reagan open telephone line to the U.S.
would fly to Egypt to attend the Embassy
in
Cairo
where
funeral of the Egyptian leader shot Ambassador Alfred Atherton, who
to death by members of an was on the reviewing stand When
Egyptian military unit as he the assassins fired, supplied inreviewed a parade in Cairo.
formation about the shooting and
"Today the people of the United Sadat's deteriorating condition.

Campus Briefs
Sigma Chi Urges Bloodmobile Donors
.

A bloodmobile will be taking blood from donors Oct. 7 from 9
a,m. to 4 p.m. at the Sigma Chi house, 1855 Sigma Chi Rd.
During homecoming activities, Sigma Chi has had the tradition of
sponsoring a bloodmobile. They will try to beat their record from
last year of 103 units.

Colloquia
Ancient Near-Eastern Wisdom Literature is the topic of this
week's Fall )981 UNM Religious Studies Golloquium.
The colloquium is scheduled for Oct. 8 at 3:30p.m. in room 535
of the Humanities .Building.
The speaker will be Dr. Anthony J. Ferrara who holds a doctorate
degree from Johns Hopkins University in Assyriology/Sumerology
and has published extensively in that area.

***********
The Russian Studies Committee is sponsoring a series of baglunch colloquia on the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe this
semester.

NM To Display Technology Assets
To Encourage Potential Industries
Innovative
high
technology
research and development activities
at the University of New Mexico
will be included in the Showcase for
Technology, a conference and
exposition featuring New Mexico's
wealth of high technology resources
to be held Oct. 28 through 30 at the
Albuquerque Gonvention Center.
By displaying the technological
expertise of private industry, the
national laboratories and the
universities in New Mexico, the
Showcase will demonstrate the
state's potential for the future to
executives from across the country.
The idea for the Showcase was
conceived by N,M. Sen. Harrison
Schmitt, who organized the
program to demonstrate the high
technology base developed in New
Mexico as a result of the more than
$1 billion spent annually by the
federal government for research
and development activities in the
state.
Eighteen major areas of high

MORGAN SPARKS
Dean of the Anderson·School of Management

October 7, 1981
Student Union Building
Room231A&E
7:30p.m.

Refreshments will be served!

Would-be Assassin Sentence Delayed
LAS GRUCES- A Federal judge
has delayed the sentencing of a man
convicted of thre·atening President
Reagan's life, until a pre-sentence
report can be prepared.
Douglas J. Dysart, 41, was
convicted Monday for sending a
letter to the president on Apri!9 in
• which he threatened to assassinate
Reagan in Washington on May 5.
. Dr. James R. Leach, a
psychiatrist testifying for the

government, said in his opinion
Dysart was mentally capable of
being responsible for his actions.
He said the defendant's main
problem was alcoholism.
"He was bored, frustrated and
down on himself," Leach said. ·
Dr. Thomas E. Thompson, a
defense witness, testified, however;
that Dysart was a paranoiacschizophrenic suffering disorder
perceptions.

IN THE
MA·1 MEANS WARM COMFORT
Cool Good Looks Are Coincidental
US AIR FORCE FLIGHT
JACKET • TYPE MA·1

All Business Majors are invited to attend!

Brand new. This jacket is light·
weight but super warm. Jacket is
windproof, waterproof and revers!·
ble (lhe Inside is survival orange).
Outer shell is your choice of sage
green or navy blue.
Tnrs Is a real government issue jacket. At 1~e
price of a Commercial copy.

MECHANICAL, ELECTRICAL
& NUCLEAR ENGINEERS

Make Your Commitment
To Energy And
Environment
You're looking for a special Career-a place that offers you both
technical challenge and the chance to get involved in important
projects. You'll find that career at Arizona Public Service Company.
As the slate's largest supplier of electricity and natural gas, we're
working hard to meet the energy needs of one of the lastest·growing
areas In the country. Our 1 year"TONE" (Training and Orientation for
New Engineers) program allows you to choose the assignment that
matches your career interests. You could work on any number of
exciting projects that will benefit both energy consumers and the

environment

graduating soon with a degree in Mechanical, Electrical or Nuclear

E:dti~~~~~~~g~ we'd like to hear from you. Opportunities are now available for

ir
who'd like to mal<e their commitment to solving the energy problems of
the future. Take advantage of our excellent salary and benefits package as well as the
relaxed, outdoor lifestyle of sunny Phoenix. In a city where the average age is 28,you'll
enjoy a diverse group of recreational activities, ranging from tennis and camping to a
variety of water sports on Arizona's lakes.

We'll be on campus October 21. Contact your placement office for more
details or send your resume to: Karl Friesen, Arizona Public Ser,ice
Company, P.O. Box 21666, Station 1102; Phoeni>c, AZ 85036.

APS.
Arizona Public Service Company

~f ~\Jl~Mill\T•c.,
WI~S'l'

._...._

~,

A Real Army-Navy Store
XS, S. M.l ........ $45.75
XL ..................... $50.00

2500 Yale SE
Two Times Weekly

•.
I

(Hi blks. sOoth ol Coal}

...

504 YALE SE

. ,

AEROBIC
EXERCISE
Three T!tnes Weekly

Five Times Weekly

$15.00/monthlytate $20.00/monthly rate $25.00/monthly rate
$3.00 per individual class ..

Class Times:
12:10 pm ·5:30pm- 6:30·pm
new hours can be arranged upon request
* * * INCLUDES * * *
free towel
locker

whirlpool
steam room

for more information 243-9590

"We have a .wide technological
base, a wonderful climate and
extensive resources in terms of
people and money," Dave
Woodall, chairman of UNM's
department of chemical and nuclear
engineering and a participant in the
Showcase, said. "Great potential
exists in New Mexico to develop a
high technology industrial base
here, in terms of clean, nonpolluting industry.
"New Mexico is rich in minerals
now," Woodall said, "and we're
benefiting from severance taxes
paid to the state by thF extractive
industries. After the next decade,
however, the state's mineral wealth

will start to decline. Our future
economic well-being depends on
establishing a sound economy
based on high technology industry."
·
Representatives from private
industry, the national laboratories
and the state's universities will
participate in the Showcase as topic
chairmen.
Representing UNM are Dr.
Glenn A. Whann, professor of
chemical and nuclear engineering;
Dr. H. Eric Nuttall, associate
professor of chemical and nuclear
engineering; Dr. Gerald Leigh,
manager of energy development at
the New Mexico Engineering
Research Institute and Dr. Robert
E. Anderson, chairman of the
department of pathology at UNM's
School of Medicine.
In addition to Schmitt, the
Showcase is sponsored by the U.S.
Department of Energy, Los Alamos
National Laboratory, Sandia
National Laboratories and the
Federal Laboratory Consortium.

The first will be Oct. 8 at 11:30 a.m. io the third floor reading
room of Ortega Hall.
Richard Robbins, chairman of Russian Studies and Mary Boyer,
Special Education staff secretary, will qjscuss their visits to the
Soviet Union.
Robbins visited Leningrad researching Tsarist provincial
governors and Boyer visited the Pushkin Institute in Moscow
studying Russian language.

Fr i .

0 ct. 9th & Sat. 0 ct.

A TM Business Association
Presents

tech~ology
research
and
development will be presented in
the Showcase, including computer
modeling and networking, space
technology and remote sensing,
lasers and modern optics, fossil
energy and in-situ technology, and
geothermal, solar, fusion and
fission energy.

9:00p.m. to 1:00 a.m.

10th

Sororities Seek New Members
The Panhellenic Council is
having a problem convincing
University of New Mexico women
that sororities do motivate women
to learn, involve members in
campus activities, provide a home
as well as a social experience and
offer the benefits of a community,
the Council president said.

man to be considered by a
sorority," she said.
Students interested in participating in rush or needing information about sororities should
contact the Student Activities
Office at 277-4006.
Butterfield said sororities make
their members more aware and
encourage their members to par"We are reminding women that
ticipate in the social, political and
although formal rush ended August
sporting events on campus.
20 the sororities are still accepting
"The experience of being a
applicants for open rush until
sorority member is a valuable and
December 7," Theresa Butterfield,
unique opportunity which can
the Council president, said.
enrich your college experience,"
"You don't need to be a fresh- Butterfield said.

Senate Confusion Explained

Friday
is
Ladies
Night

fi\Saturday
..~

FAME

all
Ladies
(students)
Free

&CO.

Allee L. Wagoner

Committee confirmation earlier in
the week.

as D.J.

ASUNM President Mike Austin
said the ASUNM Senate's approval
of Glarence Montoya on Sept.30 to
several. committees was a mistake.
Austin said he only approved
Montoya as Fiesta Committee
Treasurer.
The Senate, however, approved
Montoya to Chairman of .Film
Committee, Director of the Budget
Inquiry Board, Union Board
member and Popular Entertainment Gommittee member.
The senate's approval followed a
Presidential
Appointments

The discrepancy began with
Montoya's application. He had
applied for the various committees
on the front while Austin had
signed his approval of Montoya as
Fiesta Committee treasurer on the
back of the application.

Funk

Austin said PAC members
apparently did not check the back
of the application.
"I thought it was pretty funny,"
Montoya said, "all my friends were
congratulating me on all those
things."

$2.00

&

Disco

students
-UNM·

$3.00

• TVI·
• UofA·

general
in the Subway Station
lower level northwest corner of the S.U.B.
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It is Balloooooon-!
An event unlike. any other in the world, the Albuquerque International Balloon Fiesta got off the
ground SatUrday at Cutter Field. !Photos cpunter
clockwise from immediate left) The launch site
showing the remainder of the 200 balloons .that
flew Saturday morning, A view from ground level. A
balloon crew ;1ssisting with balloon set-up. Mildred
Atkins (/eft) and Mary Def/a Smith at the Fiesta
Tuesday morning. "We just love the balloons.
We've been to all 10 fiestas," Mary Della said. A
crewman dwarfed by his balloon. A view of
balloons from above. A photographer hunting flying objects Tuesday, but too much wind forced activities to be canceled that day, More balloons. A
landing field north . of the launch site w.here
balloonists wait for their chase vehicles. And Wally
Perry, from Phoenix, piloting his "Super Star"
Saturday during the mass ascension. Wally made
many of these photographs possible. The Fiesta
will continue through this weekend with activities
daily inCluding helium balloons today at noon and
mass ascensions Saturday and Sunday.

\ ,,._

ffi[J~~Q~

Photos
By
Bill Wechter

BEST
TO BUY
MP

GRADUATING ENGINEERSEARN AS YOU LEARN WITH A
DYNAMI·C YOUNG ORGANIZATION
- I 2',3 '1 Ui 1 - 3 2'

The Naval Ship Weapon Systems Engineering
Station, Port Hueneme, California
CIVIL SERVICE CAREER OPPORTUNITY
working with experts in weapon systems
technology involving in-service engineering
and integrated logistics support for
nearly 150 U.S. Navy ships - tactical
software, digital computer, missile
testing, launching systems, threedimensional search radars, etc.

~-.::.:., ;- ~:....,.. ....~."'·""~/'
~~~ct;:'·~

Our representative will be
on your campus
OCTOBER 20, 1981
Or write or call for more Information:

Port Hueneme, CA 93043
Call collect (805) 982-5073
U.S. Citizenship Required
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lll'-:!2E rc!(. $55.00
Sale $49.95
Scientilic with Shllistk~.
This hasie prcJ>r<l•
grnmmcd culculutor is
u f:.vorile among

underg,rucltiu tcs.

l'roJ.~ralllmahlc Sci~ntific

lll'-34C reg. SI50.1Kl
S"lc Si24.95
Advanced programny,f.lc
scientific wilh continuous

with continmJus ~lcnwrv ..
V crsatile prO!!;rammabillty memory :1nd ~;pecial
solves repetitive pro.
hlems quickly and easily.

functions. A step beyond
the HI'-3:\C, with more
functicms und lllt!inorv ~
indudin~ ''solve'' and'

Holman's Inc., your Hewlett-Packard dealer has the entire
lamilv of Ill' Series WC calculators in ~tock. More than a millimt
Series E'C <·ak•ulators hllvc been sold tu prulcssilinuls and students

in

lmsine~. sdcncc

and cn~incering;

A recent consumer study umong hundhcld calculator owners

Expires Oct. 9, 1981.

revealed the foltnwing: Mort! than twk-c aS many Ill, owners lulvc
had their culcuhtlors five years of lon!ler as con>J>ttr<'<l to com-

Valid student or military ID required.

New donors accpeted M-F 12:30·3:30PM

YALE BLOOD'PLASMA
122 YALE SE
266-5729
Just south of McDonalds
Central & Yale

111'-:l:lG reg. S!JO.OO
Sale S7fl.!l5

.. iutcgrutc··.

One per dohOr. Not good with other coupons.

NAVAL SHIP WEAPON SYSTEMS
ENGINEERING STATION

@I

~@I@ 1!!1

Bring this picture of the Count
for a $5.00 bonus
on your first donation

Civilian Personnel Department (Code 0610)

1!'!1 ®

@ t!!t ~ i.2t
.@

HE NEEDED BLOOD TO LIVE

(preferably electrical, electronics or
mechanical).

An Equal Opportunity Employer MIF

~~

Today millions of people depend on tne many life·savlng producls
made from blood-plasma. The only cure for Dracula was a wooden
stake. But your Donation at YALE BLOOD PLASMA means life
for hemophiliacs, burn palients, victims of shock and many other
life-threatening diseases.

REQUIREMENTS: BS OR MS IN ENGINEERING

I'

~;...:::.-:~~
~2:F.~k

OPPORTUNITY FOR GRADUATE EDUCATION
AT NEARBY UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES.
Port Hueneme is on the scenic Pacific
Coastline within a short drive to
beautiful Santa Barbara and the cultural and
educational opportunities of Los Angeles.

GENEROUS CIVIL SERVICE BENEFITS.
FLEXTIME. DELIGHTFUL SOUTHERN
CALIFORNIA COASTAL CLIMATE.
Uncrowded community. Let's talk it over.

I

r::J •

Hl'-37E reg. 875.()()
Sale S59.9!;
Jlusihess with Stutistics.
liP's hask• business
calculutor t>rovidcs the
idc~tl t·omhination of
the most lWeded
business ancl ~tutistic:tl
prcprugrarnmt>d
funt'li•ms .

Firtancial programma.
hie with Continuous

.M <!mory; The most
powcrft,J financial/
business handheld calt•ulutur ynu can get.

lx.•titivt• hrunds.
i\"o \\muft•r :• milliott owners hav~ demanded Ill; rcliahilitv
Ill' qualit~. nlul Ill' nccuru<·.v. Ami m>w, with vour ill' deal~;
full~· SI<K·k<'<l. ) ou w(••"t find a hcttcr time 1<; huv vour Ill'

calcullltur, S<'<' the llewiNt-l'uckard c•tlculaturs whil~ ..;lcction is

still g<otJd!

HCJLM·AN'S~
For Information on Peace
Corps and a personal
Interview call277·2962.

Hl'-38C reg. $150.1)()
Sulc $124.95

401 WYOMING NE • 285•7981

Ffi'PW

HEWLETT

a:~ PACKARD

Sale ends l0-31-81
Quantities limited!

Quality products for the World of Science, Engineering & Business.

VISA
MASTER CHARGE
AMERICAN EXPRESS
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Arts

Homecoming Special
$2.00 Discount!

Trans-Media: A Vehicle for Artist/Engineer Mitch Salmen
Ray Abeyta

Mitch Salmen is a refugee from
the flatlands of urban Chicago, a
guitarist, sound engineer and artist
who has lived in New Mexico long
enough to know that he'll be
staying for a while. Far from the
anxious hustle of Chi Towns metroarea, Salmen has found art and
carefully constructed noise in a
local sound studio where he works,
plays and practically lives.
Surrounded by banks of tape
players, a mixing board, power
amps, tangles of patch cords and
his guitars and drums, he seems
nervously comfortable and at
home. In the studio he pivots about
the control room with sure, quick
movements, slapping down reel to
reel tapes, pulling and plugging in
patch cords, adjusting levels on the
mixing board and smoking endless
Viceroys, As an individual he exerts
controlled confidence embodied in

t:\11! Wtl,hlet

Mitch Salmen behind the panel at The Sound Studio:

-Trans-Media--------

a lanky stroll, a new and slightly
stiff denim jacket and an always
polished pair of government issue
army boots. performing, he cuts
loose with an urgency that is
unexpected
and
often time
humorous, miming cliche guitarplayer stances, backed by a unique
guitar style that is innovative,
tradition;tlly b<lSed and downright
funky.
The following interview took
place last week on the eve of his
birthday over beers, Viceroys and a
bag of mean green. As the tape
recorder moved into the second
hour of tape the conversation
became increasingly informal but
nonetheless interesting.
Interviewers
are
Robert
Masterson and Ray Abeyta.
Mitch Sa/me•1 - Well, how do
you want to get into this?
Ray Abeyta - We could approach this from a number of

Present this
coupon at Howden Stationary Co. and
you will receive a $2.00 discount with a
supplies purchase of $5.00 or more.
Offer expires 10/31/81
3500 Central J\ w. SE

Nob Hill Business Cenwr

HOWDEN

Stationery Co.
DELICIOUS FOOD!
GREAT PRICES!
Chopped sirloin, salad
Texas toast, baked potato
r~>gularly

$2.85

20% off with this coupon

OPEN DAILY ClOSED SUNDAYS

The ASUNM FILM COMMITTEE
Presents

Poto and Cabengo

continued on page 11

Tonight 7:00, 9:15p.m.
BtiiWahtn-

ENGINEERS
We're looking for
imagination.lt's
the key element in
the increasingly
demanding search for
new oil and gas. But
imagination has to
be fostered, given an
environment to
thrive in,

At Amoco Production
Company, our
engineers have this
environment. They are

free to w;;e their minds,
to question, to take
risks. And that's one
of the reasons we are
the nation's most
active Wildcatter l;lnd
an mdustry leader in
total number of wells
drilled.

Imagination. At
Amoco. we encourage
It and we nourish it.
On October 8-9,
Wayne Peterson will
be on this campus
interviewing
Mechanical Engineers,
Chemical Engineers.

continued from page 10

Sign up at your
Placement Center with
the Amoco recruiter,
or send your

resume to:
Amoco Proiluction
Company
1670 Broadway
Denver, Colorado
80202
ATTN: D. LaDuke

Amoco Production Company
A subsidiary of
Standard Otl Company (lndtana)
An Equal Opportuntty
Employer m/f/v/h

directions, as a musician, <lS a
sound engineer, I'd like to talk
about how you as an individual tie
these things together, you as a
working artist.
Robert Masterson - Someone
who works in their area, a chosen
field that's traditional but not
capital A artistic. You don't make
your living off of performing, you
make it off of the craft of
producing music.
Mitch Salmen -Well, I look at
engineering with the same sense of
esthetics as I do music.
R.M. - Well the distinction is
that engineering is useful, where as
art itself is useless. You can't do
anything with art except look at it
and appreciate it for what it is, or
what it tells you. It's like that M
and J's calendar on the wall their.
M.S. - There's a function to any
art, and the image on that calendar
makes a functional product more
salable.
R.A. - If that image existed by
itself its context would be different.
By combining it with a calendar you
make the art useful, and the
calendar appealing. By applying the
same criterea to a commercial in the
sound Studio yon can take the work
of a musician and apply the music
to the function of selling a product.
M.S. - O.K., right off, before
we say anything else, as far as I'm
concerned the ability to engineer is
the ability to interface technologies,
it involves craft, the uses of a
medium and <lS far as I'm concerned engineering is hearing and
the ability to discriminate and
create visual imagery with sound.
It's gotten to the point where 1 can't
distingiush between engineering
and music. ln mixing my own
pieces, I've found that the
possibilities for articulation on a
mixing board are equal to any
musical instrument.
Working at the studio I go
through the motions so many times
a day, in doing commercial work, l
don't remember what the commercial's about, only who the client
was. It breaks down to things like
simple voiceovers with the level of
focalization concentrated on single
elements, so I sit there and
discriminate while I listen to this
voice, deciding if it's in proper
balance, if the articulation is right,
dealing with the technology, etc.,
etc.
R.M. - Well that whole <lSpect
of listenhtg to the same thing for
hours, over and over again and
figuring out ways to manipulate
and mix the various tracks, ad·
justing those dials until it sounds
just right, until you get to that final
mixdown from 8 tracks to two. And
the fun of the thing is when you've
gotten to that p~h1t. where you

know what you're dealing with,
then you can really get creative,
because you understand your
medium.
R.A. - Well one of the biggest
criticisms to studio recording is that
it's a removed mechanical process,
and in comparison to live per·
formance .it doesn't have presense,
it lacks the human touch. 1 think
that that assumption is false
because to me, studio sound is
tactile, very much a handcrafted
approach. It's not just about the
electronics, it's also about the
manipulation of them.
•
M.S. - Live stuff and studio are
so different, and a piece like the
A utogeographics performance
proved that I could bring
preconceived tapes, and mix them
live. Without the studio I never
would have been able to that.

of talked it. Working out the. sax
parts we went through piano and
guitar, but I played the guitar in
whole tone and the sax W<lS an E
flat instrument which transposes a
minor third down, and it was like,
well what note is this and it just got
ridiculous. I eventually just told her .
to get on the microphone and play
real dirty, and within about three or
four takes we had it.

R.M. Well if I'm not
mistaken, this is one of your biggest
projects as far as hours in the studio
go.
continued on page 12

Students • $1.50

Others • $2.00

SUB THEATRJ:

Save·

R.A. -

Well, I'd like to come
back to you as a musician in a
studio doing commercials for A.M.
radio.
M.S. - Well I don't just do
commercial work, I do a lot of
music. In jingle production, if
you're doing a full production you
find yourself bringing in horn and
string sections. It's just like any
other music session, and I do a lot
of that. I like commercial work.
There's a lot of techniques, and a
lot of them transcend strictly
commercial applications.
R.A. - Well, transfering your
the knowledge of commercial
techniques into a performance like
A utogeographics was a real interesting crossover.
M.S. - Without my experience
in commercial work I wouldn't
have been able to do what I did with
that performance.
R.A. - The piece you've been
working on, "Narcolepsy," that's
all done in the studio, do you want
to talk about that?
M.S. - Well I've been working
on that piece for months, the actual
guitar and clip track W<lS laid down
in about three hours. It's a very
slow process.
R.A. - The thing that I found
particularly interesting was that you
went through the process of piecing
together this song, drawing !rom a
range of very different people,
using them for specific qualities and
abilities. The fact that you were
working with Lane Lucas from the
UNM dance department, and not as
a dancer but as a vocalist. And all
the other people that you used, it's
interesting to me that things are
working out that way in
Albuquerque.
M.S.~ Well, La!le had a specific
voice quality that I thought was real
interesting. l needed these two
archetypal male, lemalc voices. She
was originally going to sing the
piece and as it worked out she....kind
- ............... __

"Extraordinarily moving and JntellJgent . , . Easily the best new
film of the season."--Amy Taubln, The Soho Weekly News.
Filmaker Jean-Pierre Gorin looks into why a pair of 6 year-old
twins speak only In an untelligible language. His answer leads
him to the family's conditions.

with the

New

Student Buyer's Guide
Coupons-Coupons-Coupons
Pick em' up all over campus this week Oct. 5-9
by Delta Sigma Pi· Professional Business Fraternity
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Sports.
Greg Azar on Lobo Defense
Gets More Tackles Per Inch

-Trans-Media---------continued from page 11

downtown for a month and said activity long enough so that they
M.S. - I didn't intend it to be.lf 'here it is, do something with it.'
eventually will cultivate an audience
and a certain amount of selfI'd been able to just sit down and
do the piece without interruption I
M.S. - How do you feel about sufficiency,
could have done it in a couple of the AUA performance month?
weeks. As far as my schedule goes it
R.M. You used to install
didn't work like that at all.
R.A. - I think it's the best thing burglar alarms?
to happen here in a long time. How
R.M. - Another thing that's many people would have had the
M.S.- Yeah, I hated that job. I
worked to draw people together in oppurtunity to those performances
used
to build grain elevators, too.
this place is the established entities if AUA hadn't given them the sp!\ce
All kinds of shit, and about five
like KUNM, who for years have an<l the money? A hundred dollars
have allowed people access to their to do a performance - I mean who years ago I decided to go to TVI
and learn electronics, You know,
facilities. They've got one of the else is going to support these
finest 8 track recording studios in people? Not Ned's. These people maybe I could get a. job and be able
to stomach work. I've really hated
this area. Organizations like the are doing things that have validity.
every job I've ever had until I got
AUA who, for the second time in I don't think that they can rely on into engineering. It's a real adtwo years, have opene<l their space the grants forever, but it fosters the
vantage to have a technical and
musical
background,
Most
engineers aren't proficient in both
fields. Needless to say, I feel I'm
working in a real fringe area. The
ability to flux back and forth and
the !lbility to bring the two elements
together in a performance is real
hard to pull off. Trans-media
is hil'ing tutors for m;tth, writing and reading.
performances are difficult to do
coherently. I am looking forward to
Must be work s~udy qualifk·d. See Susan Deese,
doing more performances where I
can
combine the two systems. Then
room :344, Zimmerman Librarv.
again, I get into these spaces where
I want to do rock, something that

Steve McPeek

the Skills Center

EE & com~uter Science Graduates·

Bill Wechter

has nothing to do with anything.

Today, i~ san Diego,
NCR means new
large-scale ,
computer systems
and concepts.

I don't know, it's wierd being a
musician in Albuquerque. I'm not
about to play bars, that'd be like
slitting my own throat. I could
probably do real well in rock, better
than I could do with some of these
other things.- Sometimes 1 wonder if
I spread myself too thin, but then
again I don't really think so. With a
technical background and a musical
background, coupled with extreme
amounts of LSD as a teenager, I'm
building these sound images. To
me, that's what it's all about.

Unlled C•mpus Ministry -

for·.Lectionar)' Bible study, reflection nnd tneditatiol'l

at the UCM Center, J801 Las lomas N.E. Briligyour
lunch.
lJNM Physleal Thtrapy Club- Meeting Tuesday
at. 6:30 p.m. in room 243 of the SURO Building. on

the North Campus. You need not be a member to
Kl\'11 Club - The Native Ameriean Student
Organb.ation, Kiva Club, will be: having a general
meeting and pot-luck dinner Tuesday at the: Native
American Studies Center, 1812 Las Lomas N.E. for
Maranlha ChriStian Center- Bible study in room
231·DortheSUBTuesdayat II a.m.
\JNM rolk IJanrrCiub- FOlk d:mre with us eveQ'
Tuesday night hom 7:00 to H):()O p.tn. in tin: SUD

• ):-!.. 1$QUTHWES'L

on-campus
1nterviews:

Sallrocm. Bcginntrs are wekomc.
Juniper - Mccling Tucsdi!Y rtighl :11 8 p.m. in
room231-Eo£thc SUD, Soda\ gathering at 7:30p.m.

A'-; 1:\ rRCOl'C fiCN 10

The Art of
Dreamwork

TUESDAY
OCTOBER

i\n B sc:;:::ion \~·orhshvp to dcrebp
.1c.,tcrity in l•'orkin~ 1.·ith dre.~ms thrau€)1
thcdisci>'linc cf:\r,hctypal PS\,hclogy.
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NCR

w~dnesday evenings beginning

Complete Computer Systems

October 21, 1981 Cffit $100
lnslruclor · Dougla; BPiknap M.A .. M.ECI.

An Equal Opportunity Employer
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And, you'll be working within a few
miles of the ocean and minutes
from downtown San Diego. Learn
more by scheduling an on campus
interview through your Placement
Office, or by writing: Mr. Hal
Ostrander, NCR Corporation,
Dept. UNM, 16550 w. Bernardo
Drive, San Diego, CA 92127.
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GregAzar

UNM wasn't high on his ability to
play college football then, his
performance last season against
Brigham Young convinced them.
Azar led the fired-up Lobos to an
upset .over the heavily-favored BYU
Cougars, and was named theWAC
defensive player of the week.
A knee injury cut last season
short, but this year he has returned
with a vengeance, leading UNM

WITH

'

CHUCK
MANGIONE
AND

THE
CHUCK MANGIONE
QUARTET

Sunday Oct.18

8:00p.m.
Convention Center
Kiva Auditorium
Tickets: $9.00
Available at all TICKET MASTER LOCATIONS

BOOTS.
Ladh:i's &
20°/o
Off
Men's

Quintana Back at UNM;
Cites Changes Since- "64 ·· ·
Steve McPeek

attend,

.1 h.u ko111

~

Student Christian

FelloWship Group will meet Tu~n)' at 12:30 p.m.

inrormation call Anthon)' Fields at 277..5750,

~CONCEPTIONS
If you welcome the stimulation inherent in creating a new generation
of medium and largescale mainframe
computer systems,
consider NCR Engineering & Manufacturing/San Diego.
We are an organization
that's generated two new
NR facilities and produced an engineering staff
that's showing the way in
systems architecture. Virtual
systems. Multiprocessing. Data
base management. Firmware
emulation. PASCAL-based OS
language. VLSI technology.
Upward path engineering. In
short, everything that creates
Total System capabilities for
business needs of the 80's and
90's.
Something else you'll like.
Although our products and California hilltop facilities are largescale, you'll work in small,
highly visible project teams that
offer uncommon program diversity. There is easy multidiscipline communication, movement between projects, and
wide career path options. In a
word, you will find exposure.
And a unique learning
environment.

lip
l'er'rlee

Only five feet and nine inches
tall, and weighing 186 pounds, New
Mexico's Greg Azar stands out as
one of the smallest defensive
linemen in college football this
season.
Despite his size and the frequency
of being double-teamec! by opposing offensive linemen, Azar ·is
leading the Lobo defense in tackles
after five games and is a strong
contender for all-conference
honors.
"I don't stay bloc)<ed," Azar
explained about his success. "I may
be down for a second or two, but I
get up and chase the ball."
Azar has a "knack for the ball"
that helps him find the ballcarrier
and make a tackle, said defensive
line coach Jim Washburn, adding
that he uses leverage and quickness
to make up for his relative lack of
size.
At any other school, he probably
wouldn't even be playing at
noseguard, but at New Mexico, he
is the best in the Western Athletic
Conference, Washburn said. "His
style of play is perfectly suited for
the type of defense we play here."
An all-state defensive end at
Sandia
High
School
in
Albuquerque, Azar was not heavily
recruited by major colleges. New
Mexico talked to him only once,
and offered a scholarship just three
weeks before the deadline. But if

with 56 tackles in five games, including ten last week against San
Diego State. Lobo coaches again
made Azar the team's nominee to
the WAC as defensive player of the
week. [The honor went to BYU
linebacker Todd Schell, whose pass
inierception saved the longest win
streak in the nation.]
Azar is a leader off as well as on
the field, pushing the Lobos with
things like his "guaranteed win"
prophecy when UNM played Air
Force. -He said be won't
"guarantee" further wins because
of the psychological effect that can
have on the opposition, but
non~theless, the Lobos did deliver
whatAzar promised against the Air
Force Academy.
The
team
hasn't
been
discouraged by the close losses this
season, Azar said. The Lobos have
''good unity an<l togetherness,"
which he credits to the fact that
there is a strong Christian element
on the team. Azar himself is active
in campus religious activities, and
bas been a member of Athletes in
Action,
a
religious-athletic
organization.
A senior working of a Bachelor
of Univ~rsity Studies degree with a
business minor, Azar expects to
enter the sales field when he
graduates.
"It's a pleasure to coach him and
watch him play," Washburn said.
"I'm afraid we'll never have
another Greg Azar.''

AN
EVENING

The last time a University of New
Mexico football team won the
Western Athletic Conference
football
championship,
the
quarterback was an undersized kid
from Santa Fe named Stan
Quintana.
In 1981, sixteen years later,
Quintana has returned to Lobo
football as an assistant coach.
The major .difference between
college football now and when be
played is
"specialization,"
Quintana said. When he played,
there were eight or nine players who
started on both offense and
defense. Quintana was a defensive
back as well as playing quarterback.
"New Mexico just couldn't get
enough good players to compete
with the Arizona States and the
Brigham Youngs after two-platoon
football came in," be said. Just one
or two good players can't turn a
team into a champion, is his theory.
Now it takes a whole team of
quality players to win.
Quintana cited last year's Lobo
team as an example of a team that
lacked depth, The team started fast,
but a series of mid-season injuries
forced the Lobos to play third
string players by the end of the
year.
The Lobos have never lacked
quality players, Quintana noted
from the number of All-WAC
players they've had over the years,
but overall depth has been a major
problem. Quintana noted that in his
senior season, the (eam fell from a
9-2 record to a 3-7 season because
the majority of the team leaders
graduated in I964.
His new job of coaching receivers
presents no problem, even though
he was never a receiver himself.
"It's the same, really, as a quar·
terback. You know all the routes.
Now if I was coaching defensive
linemen, that would be a different
story," ile said.

lobo
men's
shop

He beard about the coaching
opening at UNM while be was in
Albuquerque to attend a banquet
honoring former UNM players who
bad played professional sports.
Quintana was a defensive back for
the 1966 Minnesota Vikings.
He was coaching at the high
school level in El Paso, and decided
to apply for the job at his alma
mater. When George Pugh went to
the University of Pittsburgh, bead
UNM coach Joe Morrison tabbed
Quintana.
Quintana, an all-state player at
Santa Fe High School, was the
Western Athletic Conference player
of the year in 1964, the year be led
UNM to the WAC title. He holds
the Lobo single game pass percentage record.

2120 Central SE

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED • Cost is about the same as a
semester in a U.S. college: $2,889. Price includes jet round

trip to Seville from New York, room, board, and tuition
complete. Government grants and loans available for eligible
students.
l.ive with a Spanish family, attend classes four hours a day,
fOur days a week, four months. Earn 16 hrS. of credit (equi·

valent tO 4 Semesters-taught in U.S. colleges over a two

Linemen Honored
UNM football coach Joe
Morrison tabbed 6-3, 230 pound
junior lineman Don Elliott as the
offensive player of the week for the
Lobosafter last weekend's game.
Defensive player of the week was
senior end Jim Cook, and scout
team player was sophomore
quarterback Steve Sauter.
No specialty team player was
honored this week, although
Morrison said, "the kicking game
was one area I thought showed
some improvement."
UNM nominated Greg Azar for
cortference defensive player of the
week, and did not submit a
nomilli\tion for an offensive player
to the WAC.

Hurry, it takes a lot Of time to make all arrangements. We
depan Jan. 31, and return June I, 1982. FULLY ACCRED·
!TED· A program of Trinity Christian College.

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Chrisllal1 College)

CALL
TOLL FREE for fun information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich., or If toll free line inoperative call 1-616-942·2541 colklel.)

Robin Gabriel lOth
New Mexico qua1'terback Robin
Gabriel has led the Lobos to the
number ten position in the nation in
team passing, and in the process has
earned the tenth position in individual total offense with 233.4
yards per game.

year time span!. Your Spamsh studies will be enhanced by
opponuni1ies not availabfe in a U.S. classroom. Standard~
lzed tests show our $tUdents1 language skills superior to
students completing two year programs in U.S.

.
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Do you have any Zits?
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The UNM Division of Dcnnatology and the Sh1dent Health Center need volunteers with acne
to help determine the effectiveness of a new topical antibiotic trcatmcii!. Patients must be
available for cx:nnination every other Saturday morning starting October 10 through January
2. Patients slwul~ not he taking antibiotics or corti<osteroids.
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• Full line of fashion eyewear
• One day service in most cases

Japanese Here for Volleyball
Match With Lobos Thursday
The University _of New Me~co
volleyb~ll team wrU ~eel posstbly
the stiffest comp_etllt~n of the
s~ason Thursday mght m Johnson

• Instant repair
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Gym when the Junior National
Team from Japan challenges the
Lobos. .
Japan IS rated among the world's

Many optical accessories

The Japanese will play UNM,
Texas Tech and Texas-El Paso in
the United States as warm-ups for
the World Junior Championships
being held in Mexico City. Japan is
one of five teams qualified for that
tournament, along with China,
Korea, Russia and Cuba.

• Ask for your student discount
1001 Tijeras N. E.

511 Wyoming N.E.
265-3667
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247-3668
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is pleased to present
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Reginald DePelichy, D.C.

~

speaking on

f

~

~

Herbal Medicine

~
~
~~

Thursday, Oct. 8 at 7:00p.m.
in Education No. 103
public is, of course, invited

~

Don't forget our benefit burrito sale lor the
Very Special Arts Festival
also on Thursday'
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611J Wrehu~r

The Lobo women's cross country team during a light workout. They'll host a quadrangular meet in
Albuquerque Saturday morning at 9:30a.m., followed by a men's dual meet at 10:30 a.m.

-IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIJJI(IJ
coNCEPTIONS
AR15
uNM'S

The men finished second at the
Air Force Academy lnvttational
last weekend, trailing Adams State
54-79 in the ten team meet, but Del
Hessel, men's coach, said "We are
a very yo·ung team, and I had no
idea how we'd shape up against a
team like Adams State. It was
rather enlightening that we should
run as well as we did."
UNM might have run even
better, but Abraham Kivina had the
flu and Abe H ussien a hurt back
while both Alan Jankunas and Phil

Armijo were below par, Hessel
said.
Ironically, though they finished
fourth and eighth overall, Kivlna
and Hussien and nine other leading
runners ran an extra half mile due
to a mix-up by course directors.
The next three Lobo runners at the
AFA meet were Jamie Hickok,
15th; George Atkinson, 23rd; and
Mark Stewart, 29th.
Top runner here Saturday will be
Adams State's defending national
champion Pat Porter.

I I I . . . . --·
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on sale now
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at the following locations:

•
~

.NHALL Roomi3i
MARR O . . . '
ASAGALLERY
UNM BOOKSIOH~M

AR~~~~SiooKSTORE

FINE
LIVING
·
ORE
STUDENT BOOKST
.

. .
I b 34 uNM artists
T~is year's rnagatine _!eha~r::c~~~ \:performing arts
.
along
and wnters
. wrt
, nrn and dance.
events .1n eluding music, '
--·••••• 1 I I II

I
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Ed Muehsam

The UNM Child Care Center Will benefit from a seven kilometer
race at the homecoming game Saturday. Among campus toddlers
who enjoy the Mesa Vista facility are Evyonne Feltman, left, and
Laura Chisholm.

Saturday's Race Benefits Kids
"UNM
Runs United
In
October!" is a seven kilometer race
to be held prior to the New Mexico
vs. Texas-El Paso football game
here Saturday, with the UNM Child
Care Center a guaranteed winrler,
The annual homecoming run, a
presentation of the ASUNM
Popular Entertainment Committee,
lias three objectives: to support the
spirit and tradition of homecoming,
to raise money for UNM's Child
Care Center, and to 'invite over
I 500 people to have fun with

physical fitness.
All runners get !-shirts, and those
who complete the seven kilometers
will get a certificate.
There are men's and women's
divisions for age groups 10-thru-14,
q-thru-19, 20's, 30's, 40's, SO's
and over-60. There is also a onemile fun run for all ages.
Advance registration is underway
at the Child Care Center, in Mesa
Vista Hall. Ermy fee is $6. Winners
will be announced during the:
hotnccoming game.
•

j

Group
$24.00 per hour
$34.00 per hour with video tape
( 1Yz hr. total)

Classes include

lrJdividual
four lessons
$48.00
four lessons with video tape
68.00
six lessons
60.00
six lessons wilh video tape
90.00
Group (two individuals)
four lessons
80.00
four lessons wilh two video Jape 100.00
six lessons
96.00
six lessons wilh lwo video tape 116.00

racquetballs' 8 regulalion courts (1 glass-walled,

3 with wood-framed viewing windows)* Men's and women's
sleam room and whirlpool ' Oak-carved lockers '
Plush Cannon towels ' Juice Bar •
Video-Tape Instruction
••Em.phasl:z.lng
Video TOPEl lnstruction 11

243-9590.

Pete Serna, left, won the
intramural cross country title
last weekend in 15:42 while
Kjersti Stenberg won the
women's title in 19:52. Men's
runners-up
were
George
Shendo, 16:06, and Mike
Darrah, 16:14; women were
Christina Sandie, 20:44, and
Debbie Umstead, 21:24.
Ski Team tied Zappa Krappas
for the men's team title, and
beat MMS II for the women's
championship.

Despite a 3-9 record during a
week-long road trip to California,
the Lobo volleyball team is ranked
in the nation's top 20 teams on two
polls.
The NCAApollliststhem 13th in
the nation while the Tachikara pOll
lists UNM in the 18th slot. Every
team that beat UNM on the
California trip got top 20 votes.
Since the poll votes were taken,
UNM has won four straight games
against regional teams to boost
their season record back above the
.500 mark at 15-14.

Softballers to Northwestern Invite;
Coach Optimistic About Progress

MAGAZiNE

Individual
$15.00 per hour
$25.00 per hour wilh video Jape
( 1y, hr. total)

The game starts at 7:30 p.m. in
Johnson Gym's main arena.
Tic((ets are $2 for adults and $1 for
children, with UNM students
admitted free if they present a
current student identification card.

Lobo Men, Women Run Saturday
Lobo cross-country teams will
run Saturday morning on a course
near the Sandia Mountain foothills,
just east of Albuquerque Academy,
6400 Wyoming NE.
The women's team will race 5000
meters against teams from Texas-El
Paso, Adams State and Colorado
College at 9:30 a.m., followed by
the men's team in a 10,000 meter
dual meet with defending NAIA
national champion Adams State at
10:30 a.m.

Special Package Discount

The players are a maximum of 20
years old, but are "all college ageplayers," Lobo coach Mike Hebert
said .. "You may never see this
calibre of volleybal again. This isn't
beach-type volleyball- I guarantee
that people will get their money's
worth!"
·

---~-~---

~ iJNM PRf:MEDICAL~ROFESSIONS CWB ~
~
~

toughest volleyball powers, and the
Junior National Team includes
seven players who competed for
Hitachi, the current Japanese club
championship team.

~~

The Lobo softball team shakes "But we're still hitting .263 as a
the rain off its umbrella and hits the team," Craig said. "The only thing
road for the Midwest again this that really hurt us was not getting to
weekend, playing six games in play against Oklahoma State and
Wichita. We need all the games we
Illinois.
Although they lost twice to can get," she said. The last four
Kansas teams last weekend, Lobo games of the Kansas trip were
Coach Susan Craig is more upset rained out.
about the games they didn't play.
They'll try again this weekend,
"Our first weekend, we were just
remarkable at the plate," she said playing a double-header against
'about the 3-l mark UNM had Minnesota on Friday, then entering
Northwestern Invitational
against New Mexico State. "We hit the
over .300 as a team, and I've never Saturday and Sunday. They'll play
had a team do that for a whole against Northwestern, Southern
lllinois and Iowa on Saturday, then
weekend before," she said.
Against the Kansas teams, UNM on Sunday meet a team from the
left. seven players in scoring other half of the tournament
position, but didn't have the plate bracket, to be determined by the
poWer to get them across the plate. Saturday results.

Craig is optimistic about the
Lobos. "The hitting is there, we
just have to be more consistent.
Claire Miller is back in form and
playing a solid shortstop, and our
pitchers didn't give up any walks or
extra base hits last week,'' she said.
"This is an important weekend
for us. A lot of the players will have
family members coming to watch us
play, plus there will be a lot of
potential recruits around to see how
the Lobo program is doing," Craig
said.
The team will return to New
Mexico on Monday, and end the
fall portion of their schedule the
following weekend against the Air
Force Academy in Farmington.

Lobo Dal Daily Tied for Lead;
UNM 2 Strokes Off in Tucker

• late registration begins at 5:00p.m.
at the UNM Stadium, Stadium & University.
• whether you run 1 mile or 4.3 miles,
you will receive aT-shirt and certificate.

• A Popular E!1tertainment
Committee Presentation.

-~~~;;.;~~~~~~~~~;;~~~~~~~~~~~

The Lobo
Tennis Club
presents

"The Reasonable Tennis Club Membership"
Start playing tennis today at the Lobo Tennis
Club. We have individual and family memberships for as little as $25 down and $25 a
month until paid in full. The "Lobo" features
14 tennis courts, volleyball, horseshoes,
basketball; league and club activities and the
best lighted court in town. Memberships
available include:
·
Type

Membership

Monthly

Faa

·Dues

Alumni, UNM Faculty, Staff
and· Lobo Club members:

Individual ......•.•..•..... $175.00

Dal Daily of the University of New Mexico is tied with Rick Cramer of
Colorado for the individual lead after the first 18 holes of the Tucker
Invitational Golf Tournament.

Family ...... , .........•..• $350.00
UNM Student . . • . . . .. . . . . . .
$125.00
Others:

Daily is entered on UNM's number two teatn, but he shot the first day's
hottest round with a two-under-par 70. Mike Putnam's 73 leads the
.
. .
number one Lobo squad.
New Mexico State came in with the first day lead at exactly 300 strokes,
with Tulsa, Texas Wesleyan and the Air Force Aca?emy one stroke
behind, and the tJNM number one squad two strokes behmd at 302.

Individual ..•........... $250.00
Family ................. $500.00

$12.50
$25.00
$12.50

$12.50
$25.00

Individual or group lessons are available.
Instructors: Mark Hamilton, UNMMen's tennis coach
Curtis Krykowskl, UNM Asst. Men's tennis coach
For more Information come down to the Lobo Tennis Club,
1710 University SE (across from the Pit) or call242-2697.
Bring in this ad and play one time as our guest during
October or November.

Ninety six golfers representing Hi teams are here for the 27th a~nual
Tucker Invitational Golf Tournament on theUNM South Course. It ts one
of the nation's oldest and most prestigeous collegiate golf tourneys.
There are three more days to play in the 72 hole event, with the cham"
pions to be named on Friday.

Alu'mni 7 Kilometer
Homecoming Run for
Campus Child Care
October'10, 1981

Claire Miller

Pugc 16, New Mexico Daily Lobo, October7, 1981
CA J.L 243-3585 ANYT!Mt; for Inexpensive foreign
language tutoring or private instruction. Sp~nish,
French. M~rk Frobo~e, MA languages.
10/16
PROFESSIONAL RESIJMES26S-9082,
· 10/19
EXI'ERT TYPING- REASONAIILE- REl.lABLEREFERENCES, PLEASE CALL 299-62~() or 2992676,
10/12
TYPING - THESIS, DISSERTATION, repons,
statistical, call A!•INITA 299-3781.
10130
TYPING· FAST, ACCIJRATE, reasonable, 2472583.
10116
ACCURATE, EXPERIENCED TYPIST: college
work, resumes, transcribing. 294-0167.
10/30
~'ORMALLY SEPARATED OR CONSIDERING
DIVORCE? Here is legal help most people can af.
ford, You have someone to turn to for guiqance in
divorce and separation mailers. Uncootested. divorce
with property settlement, and children. ,$100.00, J.
Carruth S. Legal Clinic, Court com addi!lonal.
Weslern Bank. 242·2602 for appointment.
10/30

Da the Trick

Place your ad today

4. Housing

1. Personals
A(:CIJRATt; INI-'ORMATION ABOUT cpntru,·cption, <lerili?.ation, abortion. Right to Choose.
294~171.
tfn
1'111\GNANCY Tt:STIN(; & COUNSELING. Phone
tfn
247·9819.
l'ASSI'OitT AND IIJENTit'ICATION photos. 3 for
$6.00!! l.uwcsl prices in town! Fast, pleasing, near
lfNM. t'ali i6S-2444 or come to 1717 Girard Blvd,
N.l'.
tfn
('IIJNESE llliFH:T. CHt:AJ• All you can cat. Lunch
$1.()0, 'upper $4.50, Sunday Urunch S3.00. Jno-Jao'~
l'ln<e, ~IXJO Central Ave. S.E.
tfn
{'O~TA<'TS·I'()IJSIIING, SOLUTIONS
Casey
Optl<·al <'OilliHIIlY on Lomas just west ofWnsltington.
tfn
\H. JIOT DISTIUill'TOitS. Prc1criptlon eyeglass
lr.nnc' Orccnwidt Village (I cnnon styles}, gold
nmlc•... $~4.5!1 (regular $65.00). Pay l.es' Optician•,
<txtc ~lcnuul N. I'., aero" from Ia llellcs.
tfn
t AIU o\lllll' I' AIH? Omccptiom SouthWell,
I, NM'' tuw .nt' literary ~uhlicmfon, c11n't exi't
llltlll•llt •nur •lli'Jll>rt. Bm 19RI i-o<uc $4 in Marron
11.•11, f(.,nm I 11, UNM lh>nk,J<Irc, Studcm
u~~~·~ ;faifJ,.', ·\"J \ (;a11cr\·, line- Au.., ~1u,cum. 1 i'·mg
Jlah h H,,,;. hUC'• a'ialhtl>k $1 m "larro>n H~ll.
Hl'tllltHi
Un
"-j: ll' I 1:R. ( i>i ;.,;, ,,- -IIJ·:o\l:n, '(c~~
1\,''id.:'\. ~\hl.·n,: lH '" lu~,.'k.,:t ~wcr m~ heart. ~umm~r
Hn"!.'h'. \'l•m'! ~~~u e\er rwtlcmv ~Uih «gain?. JU 12
iti-.1;~.-.~·ii\1, \H((;HT Wctpht J>rublern<· 1~6
1«1
JO.'I2
l.;,l.IMIIW.
;,ro~t B""'n' .
l'rhh' ... f;nJt"-ntJid<t, m~_,thcr~:,. Men·~ Jackel~. F(\r~
m,ll '"'•II d Jummtc Bc~fmd. RYR-h< 0 I. ( '(•ke< too'.

;,,·uu)t\G..,

n

Jll·Jl

ltOiii:ittl.\ '<('II

\\11.1. a.tdrc" ,UJu l1r belp ;I'U
\\: ,,,. :t'1-tt:r•. !\1 t..,"n~llt'r ~~.lmnu. ~'PP~~\mg finan .. ial
ilhf ·t.-t)f ... _ t 'L~liZ!' ~'~~. ~H4- Kl 11\7
ICl "'
lll·.~i( ..;( i·., IIOI'F ~·•n liked the Jo.at~••• I I"~
) ,.,.~ ll.t'tlll'l"m""
Ill 9
J~Ciii
'Ol'RE !>J•k Ruad!riphidJ\ !me,

\))

~l"nlt•lltlrJI

Ill K

T\\0 1';11 llenatar t~ek<h.
\\ tiiJ1.1> $211 CJdl ~~~ft ·169(), H~6·~7B
Ill 8

)});pj:ji,\"Ji.. L'r WA"il

lli·.IU.R Til•\" SEX7! Sk)'dtlmg Jltlt ~oulll be!!
I mJ ••m .u l'N\1 Sk~<h>Jngthth \lcctutg, Thur<~ay,
tl<tohcr R. 8:(10 p.m., km. 2'1 E Sl!B.
!018
'it"A WIU,It<•lll the1t meeting for the month ol
Od ''" \~eJ . Ill " RJ," ~-lit- inlhc ( ltiiJ <arc c ...
''''·1\J~•a \'"tal
10 "
lS (·~.NT J)IUNK 'iW"tal tonight at Ncds, 4200
c cntral S[·_
10 7
~~ 1'1'0111' Till·. AHT~ .. .f\ nenefitllurnto Sale to;
the' r" Spc.. ul Art•l·e<uval, Thuro.da\, D>tubcr Rth
''" o!:•.• mall Jnd Mc<ltc,tl s,b,,.,ll'lata < llnceilcli and
··''""·t<J "' tl:c Pre '\lcoh,.ll Pwte"ton<t lu"

ROLLEII SKATE SALE. Going out of business we
quit you win, Dealer com on new skates and
equtpmcn(. fantasti~ values on used skn!cs. Hurry,
Roadrunner fun. 2214 Central S.E. across from
UNM. Open weekdays, ).9 p.m., weekends 10-10.
10/13
BE TIIOU ROMlfi.I\N, the :ZPU emerges. Scan the
Iron Dog, Mul Romt!la. (MI ..ZPU)
10/8

2. Lost & Found
IUiWARD FOR II. KILL'S wallet. Urgently needed,
277·2138, days. 247-9745, nights.
10/13
MAI,E TERIIIIlR I>OG (no collar) found on campus
Monday nigh!, 10-5. Call 277-3279.
10/Jl
t'OliNI>: I' AIR Of' tilnsscs in blue case at Utilities
llldg, 8 a.m., Oct. 1. Clnimutl31 Marron Hall. I0/8
LOST: NECKtAn;, JASI•t;R stone in oval silver
setting on silver chnin. Possibly around Johnson
(jymnn•ium. 299-1645. Reward.
lOtS
I.OST IJl,ACK !.A liRA UOR mix puppy near Girard.
!'I me caii26R·,~73.
1.0.'8
l.OST Tl'RQt'OlSF; Zl'!'il earring initialed S. Q.
.lum. If f<'<lnd contact 266·9306. Reward.
10/12
}Ol'ND: AMERIC'AN IIISHllt\' J:.o~k. ('orne to
rt~omi~J Marmn Halltudaim.
tfn
('1.1\IM YOt:R I.ClST po»c"mn' at Campus J>oli.:e
H;OO a.m. tl\4;00 p.m. d.uly.
tfn

3. Services
~!arc·,

(iuitar
tfn

TH'I"G- sn·DE"'T'IIl SI"I\~S work, including
"-!~ttl\tt~,.ai rc~hmt.:aL
R!!J.,nrtahlc.
c1tp~:rienccd,
-:nmpctcnt.196·6299.
10'Z6
I'IIOH:o,r;JO\iAJ. TYPING II\' fngli1h '-lo\ editor.
'a\t c•~mcn(e Wtth dt\lcrtntl()ns, pape!'. E'diting
a;atlahle. 261i·95~n.
JO, z;
A· I T'l'i'IST ·TEUM I'AI'EII...,,Rc;umc,299 R970,
10<'30
RK'iTIW'IiG \'OUR TJIISG at WILD WEST
~IFSit'. Sl'I'ER sele~tion of ;trmg; for ~QUr mu;i,al
mmumcnl\ 1 •
10;9

rm.

I

lllar.cs!

~uitar'
'(......,.......
:on· ';.

....

···· ·., .

Roommate Fmders

Wlrago.n
Makers of Handmade
Indian Jewelry
OLDTOWN

I

I
I
1

.-rliJ!i11Ja\

~'
···'r
l

·CITY
, '· '\

Special

I slice cheese pizza
& 2 ol yourt avo rite toppings

t01s1.o4
withcoupononly1015-10/11
127 Harvard SE

•
1

I
I
I
I
•

~~~--------------

s;oo

nn: J>lt:CE TAMA drum ~et with Zil. All hardware
induded plus trone and mike stand with boom. Call
John at 2?7·3~72 anytime.
10113
1969 BMW 1600. Rebuilt engine, transmission, etc.
Many c~tm. ~lust sell. $2700. 242·8219.
10/13
U:'in'IIIO'i D!C\'CI,t~'i 0:"1 sale. Prompt, c~pcrc
rcpatrs. Tires and tulocs repaired while you wait.
llar•ard !like ll1me, 137 Har.ardS.E. 255·8808.
J0·9
\'Ol':"'(i BLUt; & GOI.Il Macaw, $i00. Baby
Alri,an<lrey,$450. 242-7063 after six.
10.19
1974 SliZl.IKI GT550, good condition, $675.00, 821·
~642.

10112

9. Las Noticias
GAYH, J.t:.'illlt\!'iS, IIISEXt:AI..S: Juniper rnem
Tuc•da): October Gth, 7:30 p.m. Soda!, 8:00 p.m.
meeting. SUU231E.
ton
"iATl1RAL DYf.S WORKSIIOP. learn 10 make an~
u•e \lye; frlJm local plants. Saturdar, Oc1ober JO, 9-6
p.rn. Sarah, 884-0561 (8-5 p.m.J.
10,1

TJ-t£ CATS

MEOW

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS

1 Thick slice
5Snake

8 Coffee
12Actress

New Mexico
Daily Lobo

Turner
13Seedcase
14 Unlocked:
Poet.
15 Dedare
16 Zodia; sign
17 Greek letter
18 Courage

Subscriptions
Only $10 per year

20 Seller
22 Diphthong
23 Conceal
24 lime period
27 Preside

Marron Hall, Room 131
Orsend $10to:
UNM Box 20, Univ. of N.M.,
Albuquerque, N.M. 87131

and
salt

OVER PAYMENTS on elegant din·
ner.•~ookware. Lifellm~ warranty. Jerri, 277·3293,
evening<.
1017
L'SM' f'UGUl.JACKii'fS. Genuine. f'tcld jackctl,
new and u~cd, from $35.00. Kaufman's, a real ArmyNavy Store, ~04 YaleS.E. 256-0000.
10113
CRt:ATIVf; WRITISG WOIIKSIIOI' ~tudent5 \I ill
receive a 50 per.:ent discount on 1981 Conception'
S,luthMII, UNM's fine artllhterary publicatiou.
Regular price $4. Now through Oct. 9, on)) m
Marron Ball, Room 131. Must prese.. t Fall I~Si
1chednle.
10,9
ART 12J STl11JENTS will teceile a ~0 perwtt
discount ott 1981 C:onceptiom Southwcn, LINM's
fine artl'literary puhlicat•on. Regular pme $4. 1-.nw
through Oct. 9, ~nly in Marron Hall, Room 131.
~~~~~t present Fall 1981 schedule.
10 9
WANTt:IJ llll>t:-A-IJF;I> COt:(.' !If~'> and bo.fHen·
•,reed bicycle, g()od condition, 821-493~.
10 R

9am•11pn17 days a week
6519 41h NW

1--------~~-------·

I
I

Get
out the
lemon

TAKE

I \'>II '1'1· ..,, '>II "'

2Eb2670

· Covered

RII>E NEEDED TO Flagstaff, Arizona, October 12.
10/9
GOING SOMEWHERE? ADVEIITISt: In the Daily
Lobo.
tfn

255-6146.

for rent by the hour
344-7727

Ht•ril or bu~ .,tapll'r., ancluaift·r~
to huild honH'Nnning float<. •
.,ol:tr huilding.,, and
indmtl'ial c.:omtrudiun.

In Half

All Ages

7. Travel

Hot Tubs

.C~}e:J -;~;re-A-~oof
•

PART· TIME JOB afternoons and evenings. Must be
able to work friday and Sa~urday oigh~s. Must be 21
years old. Apply In person, no phone calls, please.
Saveway Liquor Stores a! 5704 Lomas NE, 5516
Menaul NE.
tfn
ON CAMPUS EMPLOYMENT N.M •. Union
cat~ring is now hiring students available to work
during noontime hburs. Part-time work with free
meal benefits. Apply at N.M, Union Food Service
Office, ask for Mr. Rockovitz.
tfn
NEED SUIISTITUTE PERSON to wash, W{ap, and
sterilize instruments at the Abortion and Pregnancy
Testing Clinic, M-T-W, 12-5; Fri. morn. 8-12. Call
for appointment, 265-9511.
10/12
PART-TIME JOB: DIGGING and weeding at $4.25
I 0/7
per hour. Call83 I -3590,
ONE PERSON .NEEDED for parl·time ski ~ales, One
person needed for sports footwear sales. Experience
required. Call Nate Bishop, 292-8454.
10/12

l'l"lti'I.E Ali.WATOII A!liD Rainhow shoelace<,

Center

~· -::::--:/'

(1 ~.~ ..9~t Y. our Rent Costs

/ ' ,..,..

6. Employment

OKTOII!>RH:STCELEBRATION ·SliB, noontime,
present~ Shrine German ll11nd fmm II :00 a.m.· 1;00
p.m. SUB South Lawn. October 14th.
10/14
S!MON II\ BAIID JAZZ Du<J, M<lnl!ay, Oc~ober
12th, !2 noon· I :00 p.m. SUB Ballroom. Sp<JJlsorcd
by SUB Entertainrnen~.
10/14
"FAME" DISCO I>ANCt;, Oct. 9 & lOth at the
Subway Siation. For more inf11rmatlon cnll (2776492) (277·4~06).
10/13

or 8. Miscellaneous

Kt;swoon .KR5400 AMI', KD 1033 turntable,
<peak en,~~~ for$300, 292·0135 aflcr6:00.
10112
1976 l'l!liTO, (;OOIJ condition, best offer. 1971
l'<llltia~ mlion wagon, $7~0. Call 277-5841 Qr 277~742. (ill,
t0/8

1

•.

HOUSt:MArt: WANTEI> • MOON, Menau! area.
$140/mo. plus !It utilities, 298·1438 after? p.m.I0/12
SHI\Rt; IJEWlCE l-PEDIIOOM $140.00 plus
deposit. On east Central, 292-2465.
10/12
AI'ARTI\U:N'f FOR RENT. 4 blocks west of\JNM.
One bedroom, full bath, beamed ceilings 5160/month. Utilities t~ol included. 6 month lease,
Sl23 deposit. No dogs.
10/8
ROOMMATE-) BDRM. uoust:, one mile west
LJNM. $I 5o: month. Furnished. Caii843-67S3. 10113
IIOOMMI\Tl' • 3 IIDRM, IIOllSt: wd S130 per
Jtl<lnth rlus one third ofmilities, 255·3054.
I Ot13
I lli.OCK f'IIOM CAM l'llS. Large 3 bedroom apl.,
off-~trect parkingPhil utilities, 29J·S602.10114
I BEDROOM H'RNISIIt:ll ADOIU: apt.
1v Tirepla~e • !908 Gold S.l'. $200 plus utilltic~ • 293·
;6Q2.
10d4

5. For Sale

(it'ITAJ{ U:'>~ON<,: ALt. <tvlc<.
"itudiu. ~6~·13Il.
-

('"''I

FOR RENT: EFfiCIENCY apartment, $180/nlD.,
all utilities paid, Air conditioned, swimming pool,
laundry facilities. For more information. contact
resident manager, 14i0 Girard NE, 266-8392, 2556256, or898-7517,
tfn
THE CITADEL-SUPERB location near UNM and
llowntown. Bus service every 30 minutes, 1 bedroom
or efficiency, from $205. All utilities paid, Deluxe
kitchen with dishwasher and disposal, recreation
room, swimming poPI, TV room and laundry, Adult
couples, no pels. 1520 UniversityNE, 243-2494, tfn
UMN AREA IIIEDROOM apt, for rent, $185,00 per
month, utilities included. No pets. Cal1293-1 Q70 after
10/9
5:00 p.l'l, or weekends.
ENORMOUS, QUIET, 1WQ-BEDROOM.furoished
townhouse apt., fireplace, 9 ft. closets, $350, utillcles
raid, no pets, children, 247·8724.
tfn

beautiful posters, books and recordings, Mon·Sat •. 96, llainbow Place, S5S·B Wyoming NE, 255.5222.
10/8
IIANGGLIDEII $350, IN good shape. 2434301
evenings.
10/8
1979 MG MIDGET. Very low mileage, excellent
condi~ion, call S84-8547,
10/8
MAMIY A ('220 2 3A ~. 2'4 camera with 3 lenses:
6Smm, 80mm, IJStnm. Excellent condition $299,
242·7228.
tom
197J MA,VEIIICK RECENTLY reb~Ut engine, new
!>rakes, battery, air, $600,242-4561.
1017
WE BOT DISTRIRUTORS Prescription eyeglass
frames, Greenwich VIllage (Lennon >tyles), gold,
rimless, $54,50 regular S65,00 Pay Less Opticians,
tfn
5007 Menaul N.E. across from La Belles.
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